
VARIO CLASSIC SMART LINE MONO FUNCTION LINE QUATTRO FUNCTION LINE EXTRA FUNCTION LINE MONO LOW LEVEL FUNCTION LINE

CNC aggregate with angle adjustment 
from 0° to 100° via vernier scale and 
pivot arm for flexible use, even in com-
pact machines.

Classic angle head with one horizontal 
tool output for challenging machining 
processes.

Angle head with four horizontal tool 
outputs for flexible and challenging ma-
chining processes with no tool change.

Lockset recess aggregate with two 
horizontal tool outputs specifically for 
lockset recess routing or baluster hole 
drilling.

Nesting aggregate for efficient drilling 
of holes for dowel joints in body 
elements thanks to especially compact 
design.

DUO SMART LINE MONO FIX FUNCTION LINE VARIO VISO FUNCTION LINE EXTRA PLUS FUNCTION LINE HORI PRO FUNCTION LINE

CNC aggregate with two horizontal 
tool spindles – also ideal for compact 
machines.

MONO FUNCTION LINE with  
customized angle and one tool output 
– ideal for mitering.

Machining aggregate with simple angle 
adjustment (0° to 100°) via fine gear and 
digital display – fast positioning at 90°, 
45°, and 0°.

Lockset recess aggregate with high-
speed mechanism for getting the work 
done in record time.

Drilling aggregate for economical 
drilling of corner hinge holes in window 
construction with a high feed rate of 5 
m/min.

SOFT GRINDER SMART LINE DUO FUNCTION LINE SOTTO FUNCTION LINE EXTRA 2 FUNCTION LINE VERTINEO FUNCTION LINE

Eccentric sander for sanding or polish-
ing work on CNC machines or robots 
on surfaces and edges – also suitable 
for free-form surfaces. 

Angle head with two horizontal tool 
outputs for flexible and challenging ma-
chining processes with no tool change.

Underside aggregate for routing and 
drilling on cantilever machines without 
board reclamping – precise and 
efficient.

Corner notching / underside machining 
on 5-axis machines in tight spaces 
without board reclamping.

All-in-one drilling aggregate for Cabi-
neo connectors. Drilling of three holes 
in just one work step with a precise 
and repeatable hole pattern.

The SMART LINE combines the uncompro-
mising ATEMAG quality with a compact size 
for continuous use on machines in tight 
spaces. For routing, drilling, grinding, and 
light-duty sawing.

Lubrication type: Grease

Gear stage: Fast

The FUNCTION LINE combines high rota-
tional speeds with outstanding tool spindle 
stiffness in continuous operation. Designed 
mainly for routing, drilling, grinding, cutting, 
engraving, sawing, etc.

Lubrication type: Grease

Gear stage: Fast

SOFT CUTTER PRO FUNCTION LINE TOOL HOLDER WITH CHIP DEFLECTOR PLATE VERTI FUNCTION LINE

Aggregate for cutting soft materials 
such as honeycomb core, acoustic 
elements, and textiles through the use 
of oscillating movements. 
Via the oscillating blade movement, 
either straight or radius cuts are made 
in soft materials – cutting at an angle 
is also possible if 5-axis technology is 
used. 

Transports chips generated during 
machining directly to the machine ex-
traction system via the deflector plate. 
Minimizes chip generation on the work-
piece and provides for a dust-reduced 
and more comfortable work area. 

Multispindle drilling head for eco-
nomical drilling of numerous holes 
or complex hole patterns in just one 
machining stroke.
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SOFT TOUCH PRO FUNCTION LINE MONO ULTRA LINE MEGA CUTTER ULTRA LINE FLUSH TRIM ROUTING 
AGGREGATE

CHISEL MORTISER 
AGGREGATE

SOFT TOUCH COMPACT

Floating aggregate for constant and 
defined machining depth despite 
clamping unevenness and thickness 
fluctuations. Routing, drilling, grinding, 
profiling, and sawing with surface 
probing (vertical and horizontal). 
Diverse machining possibilities thanks 
to modular system allowing individual 
adaptation to different requirements.

90-degree gearbox ideal for large saw 
blades, roughing cutters, profile cut-
ters, texturing brushes, planing tools, 
grinding tools, etc. 

CNC machining aggregate for planing 
or with saw package – tool spindle 
positioned at 90°.

 

Floating aggregate for constant and 
defined machining depth.     

 

Aggregate for routing of 
glued-on edge banding flush 
w. board with probing function.

Aggregate for drilling square 
holes through simultaneous 
drilling and mortising.

SOFT TOUCH PRO HORI FUNCTION LINE MONO FIX ULTRA LINE The ULTRA LINE stands for a solid design 
and heavy-duty machining and, with use of 
the ideal motor spindle torque, is perfect for 
large saw blades, roughing cutters, profile 
cutters, texturing brushes, planing tools, 
grinding tools, etc.

Lubrication type: Oil

Gear stage: Reduction

CHAINSAW  
AGGREGATE

ROTARY CUTTER 
AGGREGATE

SOFT TOUCH 3D FUNCTION LINE

Aggregate for heavy-duty sawing ideal 
for large saw blades, roughing cutters, 
profile cutters, and grinding tools.

Floating aggregate for defined edge 
machining of contoured parts on 5-axis 
machines or robot systems.

Aggregate with chainsaw 
for joinery work on CNC 
machines.

Aggregate with rotary blade 
for cutting a variety of different 
materials.

SOFT TOUCH ONE FUNCTION LINE DUO ULTRA LINE SOLUTIONS FOR CLAMEX CONNECTORS
SCORING & DRAG KNIFE 

AGGREGATE
FRAME AGGREGATE BELT SANDING AGGREGATE

Floating aggregate for constant and 
defined machining depth despite 
clamping unevenness and thickness 
fluctuations.

Aggregate for heavy-duty sawing ideal 
for large saw blades, roughing cutters, 
profile cutters, and grinding tools with 
two tool outputs.

Vertical Clamex groove routing in 
surfaces with gentle machining using a 
standard ATEMAG aggregate – all-in-
one system solution.

Efficient sanding of convex 
and flat edges.

Aggregate with razor-thin 
blade for cutting thin materials.

Angle head for machining con-
nector holes in door frames.

SOFT TOUCH 360° FUNCTION LINE VARIO VISO ULTRA LINE FICHE HINGE AGGREGATE SPEEDER FUNCTION LINE TRIO FUNCTION LINE SPECIAL SOLUTIONS  
Nothing’s impossible. 

When standard aggregates reach their limits, 
ATEMAG takes a personalized approach. 
With our experience and development com-
petence spanning the entire process from 
initial consultation to realization, we can ex-
pertly handle customer-specific challenges. 

We look forward to your tasks!

Floating aggregate for defined edge 
machining of contoured parts on 5-axis 
machines or robot systems.

Digitally adjustable angle head (±100°) 
for heavy-duty machining in miters – 
fast positioning at 90°, 45°, and 0°.

Aggregate for mortising of slots for 
fiche hinges.

High-speed aggregate for 
small tool diameters.

DUO FUNCTION LINE with an 
additional vertical tool output.
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